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HYDROEMISSION  

Hydroemission is a knowledge intensive venture, established in 2003 following the 
intuition that high-end controlled release technologies used in pharmaceuticals can be 
profitably applied to industrial and consumer applications to improve treatment 
effectiveness, reduce environmental pollution, and cut costs through continuous 
improvement. 

The technology’s flexibility allows Hydroemission to engage in fields as diverse as 
Indoor Air Quality, Ambient Scenting, Bioremediation and Pest Control. 

 

SINGAPORE ENVIRONMENTAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 2012 (SEAA) 

The Singapore Environmental Achievement Awards (SEAA) was launched by Mr Yeo 
Cheow Tong, the former Minister for the Environment, in 1997. The award recognises 
Singapore-based organisations that have shown commitment to environmental and 
social responsibilities. 

The SEAA is the premier award for the environment in Singapore. The criterion for the 
SEAA focuses on assessing the leadership displayed by the company, the real 
environmental improvement made as well as the ability of an organisation to establish 
procedures, train staff and innovate in order to achieve breakthroughs in environmental 
performances. 
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The SEC-Senoko Energy Green Innovation recognizes technologies, solutions and 
innovations that prove to have qualities that help preserve and conserve the 
environment. 

The Award is organized and supported by Singapore Environment Council, Singapore 
Manufacturers Federation, Ernst&Young, National Environment Agency, Public Utility 
Board, and sponsored by Senoko Energy  

 

QUOTES FROM PANELISTS 

With numerous companies vying for the Singapore Environmental Achievement Awards, 
Singapore-grown HYDROEMISSION was the surprise package that won the SEC-
Senoko Energy Green Innovation Award this year. 

What made Hydroemission’s innovation stand out from the rest were its product design, 
technology and R&D that are driven by an industrious effort to protect nature.  

Hydroemission’s path towards this achievement leverages on the elements identified in 
its corporate identity of being innovative, sustainable and responsible. With the desire for 
its technology to be recognized in Singapore and Asia, firmly places Hydroemission in 
the privileged league of being an environmentally and socially responsible company. 

Hydroemission has developed a sought-after biodegradable controlled release 
technology to increase products' efficiency, which at the same time greatly reduces 
environmental impact and cost. With planned further investments in research and 
development over the next five years, Hydroemission aims to continuously improve its 
technology and manufacturing processes to better serve the industry. 
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Paolo%Nalin%receives%the%award%from%Dr%Vivian%Balakrishnan,%Minister%of%Singapore%for%the%
Environment%and%Water%Resources%

Grace%Chew%and%Jery%Fauzi%G%Hydroemission’s%
markeJng%team%G%with%Paolo%Nalin%

Paolo%Nalin%holds%the%SEAA%trophy%at%
Hydroemission’s%table%




